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With the sun rising higher behind me, I drive inexorably on,
towards the great waters of the Pacific. Only a few short, one or two
hour catnaps, and nearly 3,000 hard miles of highway separate me
from the desolate mid-west of Indiana I had precipitously deserted,
with just 4 hours to pack and prepare. I had embarked. at least partly
upon the word of a college friend who recently had said to me “Go to
California, you will like it.” (He was quite right.)
The land I’m seeing is very different than the mid-west. I had
never been alone in desert lands before. This was by far the longest
trip I had ever made on my own. Though I didn’t think about it,
somehow that fact fed my endurance.
I am passing 29 Palms, Riverside and other towns and cities I
had never heard of. I have the addresses of just three people who
might be helpful. And a to-find list of three others I wanted to meet,
whose art works I had seen in their college humor magazine, but no
contact information for them. Not much to go on.
By mid-morning I am beginning to feel more awake, more
energized. The car radio is picking up a Los Angeles AM station
loud and clear. What is this crazy, wonderful music they are
playing ? And, wow, it is going on and on, morphing down more
intricate lyrical and harmonic alleyways.
No DJ comes on to enlighten me. No commercials interrupt
this odd reverie of unknown music. I am already nearly in trance
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from the very long, edgy and doggedly impulsive drive anyway.
And now this … am I dreaming ?? Strange, intriguing,
beautiful, and very quirky music [a lot of that going around in those
days] for the last 100 miles. It is energizing me, lifting my spirits as
I am hurtling 65 mph down the wide concrete ribbon, naively
plunging into total unknown — a foreign land — southern California.
Finally the disc jock comes on and, as he is turning the record
over, tells me, and everyone else listening, “that was side one of the
brand new Beatles album, finally released today, Sergeant Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band”. Ohhhhh … OK. I am liking it.

And the beat goes on.

Would I have driven headlong and happy into the gaping maw
of these steaming Tar Pits of Mystery, if I’d had any idea … ???
• that my expensive college education had given me exactly zero
survival skills for the real world
• that I’d design new alphabets to pay my rent for two years
• just how many detours and poorly maintained side roads of Life
I’d be sent down during my west coast sojourn
• that I would nearly abandon my music for a design and
advertising career path … eventually sign-painting and even tattooing
• I’d also become a stage magician, clown, juggler & fire-eater
• that I’d often live & work in various shacks & barns, a 3-story
water tower, a school bus, a gypsy wagon, store fronts & warehouses
• that I would ever even touch a computer, let alone become
proficient at writing, publishing & creating artwork on one
• that I’d invent a water-from-the-air device for home & garden
• what a long wild ride it would be (& taint over yet)
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Phoenix was raised in Pennsylvania. A very early love of pictures
generally, and particularly the Victorian and Symbolist painters, from a
childhood find in a 1950s encyclopedia helped inspire him to pursue
the artistic sentiment. Phoenix’s library tours revealed long forgotten
(at the time) artists such as Beardsley, Mucha, Klimt, Kley and
Maxﬁeld Parrish. Those works moved him to consider an art career.
Phoenix majored in mechanical engineering and English at an
esteemed mid-western university. After college Phoenix also began to
discover the vast global and tribal nature of art, the exploration of
which became a lifetime passion. An additional deep interest in the
folk art of tattooing eventually led to apprenticeship and mastery of that
challenging and complex skill set. He inked many tattoos (1991-2006)
on the living canvas.
Phoenix continues to create beautiful and intriguing paintings,
drawings and other works. Currently he is writing volume 4 of the
Tribal Bible (tattoo history series), making laser engraved art works,
and creating a new type of atmospheric water generator.
Phoenix is an accomplished ethno-jazz musician and also a
performance artist, who enjoys tinkering with light-show & video tech.
He founded the Santa Cruz Arts & Technology Network.
Virtually entirely self taught, Phoenix however credits a single
childhood museum drawing class, and a brutal low budget drafting
class in middle school with building a foundation of basic eye-hand
coordination & accurate rendering skill. Phoenix's artistic experiments
in the early 1970s led to the development of a blend of imagery and a
certain unique style,
which continues to
evolve. His studies of
human anatomy and
painting techniques
are on-going.
Phoenix &
Arabeth’s fantastic
realism works have
been praised by art
critics, and his
drawings and paintings
are in the collections
of investment-minded
and discriminating art
lovers across the US
and abroad.
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Media: Drawing, Painting, Pastel, Photography, Digital, Montage,
Mixed-media, Performance, Installation, Video, Multi-media
Solo Exhibitions*
1974 “Fantasies” Social Security Gallery, Santa Rosa, CA
1975 “American Mythological Circus” Stoneware Gallery, Santa Rosa
1978 “Recent Works” Petaluma Opera House, Petaluma, CA
1987 “MystiVision” Shared Visions, Berkeley, CA
1989 “Wheel of Dharma” Swami Stu’s Yoga Studio, Los Angeles
1990 “Firebird” Floating Lotus Gallery, San Francisco, CA
1992 “Joyous Temple of Tantra” Romantasy Gallery, SF
1994 “On the Threshold” Phoenix Gallery, Santa Monica, CA
1995 “Dolphin Goddess” Triangle Gallery, Fr. Bragg, CA
1995 “Body Arts” Breath of Light Center, Ukiah, CA
1996 “Four Hands, Four Races” Moonlight Gallery, Ukiah, CA
2002 "Five Prayers" Renaissance Gallery, Ukiah , CA
2006 "Art and Spirit" Isis Oasis Gallery, Geyserville, CA
2010 "Retrospectacle" TruthLab, Santa Cruz, CA
2012 "After the Flood" Leeds Gallery, Santa Cruz, CA
Group Exhibitions
1975 “Rainbow Show” Palace of Legion of Honor, San Francisco
1976 “Sonoma Artists” Museum of Decorative & Natural Arts, SF
1986 “Peace” Whole Life Gallery, San Francisco
1987 “Retrospectacle” S.F. Fine Arts Commission Gallery
1987 “Portraits of the Soul” Collins Gallery, San Francisco
1988 “Art of the Spirit” SF State University Art Gallery, SF
1988 “Summer Solution” Psychedelic Solution Gallery, NYC
1989 “Art of the Goddess” Atlantia Gallery, Los Angeles
1992 "Rock of Ages" La Luz de Jesus Gallery, Los Angeles
1997 "Living Art Show" Sacramento
2002 "Visionary Arts Show" Palace of Fine Arts, San Francisco
2002-3 “High on Life” American Visionary Art Museum, Baltimore
2015 “Regional Visions” Museum of Art & History, Santa Cruz
2017 “Jubilee” Felix Kulpa Gallery, Santa Cruz
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Multi-Media Performances
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1972-79 “Eukaryoptic Family Magic Circus & Alchemical Energy
Show” SF, Marin & Sonoma - many locations, festivals & events
1974 “Shamanic Circus Magic” Fort Mason Center (collaboration with
the Hathi-Babas [aka Coyotes] theater collective from Mexico)
1976 “Rainbow Magic Circus” Palace of Legion of Honor Theater, SF
1979-84 “Old Time Magic” touring, Northern California
1986 “Ancient Cycles” Isis Oasis Theater, Geyserville
1987 “Tantric Time Machine” Live Oak Theater, Berkeley
1987 “Arising Light of the Spirit” St. Peter's Episcopal Church, SF
1988 “Planetary Mandala” SF State University
1989 “Form & Formlessness” Shared Visions, Berkeley
1999 “Body Art Bonanza” Fort Mason Center, San Francisco
2010-17 "Junkyard Gamelan" Santa Cruz & SF
2011 "Theatre of Marvels” 418 Project, Santa Cruz
2015 “Multi-Media Innovators” Arts & Tech Festival, Santa Cruz
2017 “Into The Light” Arts & Technology Network
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BOOKS by PHOENIX & ARABETH
Magic of Ancient Egypt
MystiVision
Rainbow Book of Colors
Goddess, Priestess, Sacred Dancer
Tibetan Monographs
Body Designs
Human Anatomy Resources
Body Designs 2
Henna (Mehndi) BodyArt Handbook
Secret History of Henna
The Professional Guidebook to Henna Arts
Ancient Tattooed People of Central Asia
Polynesian Tattoo Designs
Body Designs 3
Tribal Tattoos in Iraq & the Middle East
Loie Fuller in San Francisco
Halloween, The Witches Night Out
Tribal Body Art Around the World
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